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Stays ahead of everyday messes thanks to personalized and seasonal recommendations. Shop the RoombaÂ® j9+

Keep the wheels turning by stocking up on robot parts! Shop Accessories
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Quick Links

	Help Me Choose
	Compare Products
	Trade in
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 Can't decide?

Compare our robots to find the right one for you.

Compare Products
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Find your robot

Not sure which robot is right for you? Answer a few questions to find out!

Help me choose
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Quick Links

	Replenishment Kit for Roomba ComboÂ® and RoombaÂ® e, i, and j series 
	Replacement Dirt Disposal Bags, 3-Pack
	Replenishment Kit for Roomba ComboÂ® j series





Did you know?

Regular maintenance with iRobotÂ® Accessories means better cleaning!

Shop now
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iRobot: Redefining cleanliness in your home




Shop Robots


Shop Accessories




















Why buy at irobot.com




 
 60-day home trial



 

Enjoy free shipping over $39.99 & no hassle returns




Pay your way with Affirm1 & more




Award-Winning Customer Care
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Robot Vacuums
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Robot Mops
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Educational Robots
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Ensure a spotless home with iRobot
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Roomba Combo® j9+ Auto-Fill Robot Vacuum and Mop







$1,399.99












Robot software update required before initial usage; Wi-FiÂ® connection necessary.





Shop now
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Roomba® j9+ Self-Emptying Robot Vacuum







$899.99












Free ground shipping on orders over $39.99.





Shop now























Compare all â†’













Combat seasonal dust and debris with RoombaÂ®
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Roomba ComboÂ® j9+ robot vacuum and mop: #1 at dirt pickupÂ² with 2x deeper scrubbingÂ³ for a complete clean
















Shop Now
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RoombaÂ® j9+ robot vacuum: Stays ahead of everyday messes thanks to personalized and seasonal recommendations
















Shop Now
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Roomba ComboÂ® j5+ robot vacuum and mop: A powerful solution for wet and dry messes
















Shop Now
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Stock up on accessories to ensure a happy, healthy robot



Shop Accessories
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NEW



Introducing the new Roomba ComboÂ® Essential Robot



Designed to uncomplicate your life.



Learn More






















What our customers say
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King of Clean Floors



"King of Clean Floors – Overall, I was very impressed with the Roomba Combo j9+. Its pick-up, extra power, dual-brushes and unique pressurized mopping system make it an easy choice if your first concern is having the cleanest possible floors.” - Vacuum Wars (www.vacuumwars.com)




Watch full review
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â€œLife changingâ€�



"This roomba is amazing. It is compatible with Alexa, so I can just ask her to have the roomba clean for me. It mapped out my whole house and I can even ask it to just clean a specific room! I would recommend this to anyone! The suction is great and leave my house spotless!" – Joan, CT*
*Submitted as part of a free sample program




Shop Roomba® j9+
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"Blown away"



"I'm blown away by how well this thing cleans—it's able to get under and around all sorts of objects, sweeping away all of the dirt and dust in the process!" - Nicole22, OH*
*Submitted as part of a free sample program




Shop Roomba Combo® j5+





























The latest buzz
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Which RoombaÂ® is 
right for you?



Start the quiz
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Total control, 
wherever you are



The iRobot Home App creates a personalized cleaning experience to match your ever-changing scheduleâ€”so you can take care of whatâ€™s really important.



Learn more




















Â¹ Rates are between 0%-36% APR. As an example, a $700 purchase might cost $63.24/mo for 12 months at 15% APR. A down payment may be required. Subject to eligibility check and approval. Payment options depend on your purchase amount. Estimated payment excluded taxes and shipping fees. Paid interest is nonrefundable. Actual terms may vary. Payment options through Affirm are provided by these lending partners: affirm.com/lenders. Visit affirm.com/help for more info.
Â² #1 cleaning system based on IEC 62285-7 on hard floor and carpet with dust. Cleaning system available in multiple iRobot products.
Â³ Compared to standard vacuum & mop mode for coffee and grime.













































Sign up for 10% off your first purchase





 






Enter your email address below for the latest offers, new products and more from iRobot.


Sign up



Offer valid for new email subscribers only and good for one-time use. Discounts apply to list price only and cannot be combined with other sales or promotions. By clicking and subscribing you agree to our Privacy Policy | Terms & Conditions..
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